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ANALYSIS OF SECONDARY PARTICLES RESULTING FROM 

HIGH-ENERGY NUCLEAR BOMBARDMENT 

Robert. W. Deutsch 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

July 1, 1953 

ABSTRACT 

Thin foils of Be, Al, Ni, Ag, Au, and U have been bombarded 

by an internal beam of 375 Mev alphas, 332 Mev protons, and 187 Mev 

deuterons. Secondary particles emerging from the disintegration of the 

nucleus at 0° to the incident beam direction are detected in nuclear 

emulsions located beneath the median plane of the 184-inch cyclotron. 

There are three specific positions for these emulsions corresponding to 

energies of the secondary protons and of alpha particles of approximately 

6, 10, and 20 Mev. The angular distribution of secondary particles has 

also been measured for 240 Mev alpha bombardment of Be, Al, Ni and 

Ag. Here, secondary particles emitted at 0°, 45°, and 135° are detected 

in nuclear emulsions at positions for which the secondary proton and alpha 

energy is approximate! y 6 Mev. A secondary particle is identified by 

measurement of its radius of curvature upon entering the emulsion and 

its range and specific ionization in the emulsion. A considerable yield 

of hydrogen and helium isotopes as well as of particles of higher atomic 

number is found. The relative yields of the secondary protons and alpha 

particles for each element and for each bombardment are shown as a 

function of energy. The results are found to be consistent with the pre

dictions of an evaporation model. 
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ANALYSIS OF SECONDARY PARTICLES RESULTING FROM 

HIGH-ENERGY NUCLEAR BOMBARDMENT 

Robert .W. Deutsch 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

July· l, 1953 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Interaction of High-Energy Nucleons with Nuclei 

Nuclear disintegrations induced by nucleons having energies 

of the order of 100 Mev or greater are of a much more complex nature 

than those resulting from nucleons of lower energy. 

A qualitative description for the interaction of high-energy 

nucleons with nuclei has been given by Serber. 1 Serber descnbed the 

interaction by a two-step process*. In the first step, the incident 

nucleon transfers its energy to a few nucleons in the nucleus. Some of 

these nucleons immediately escape (~10-2.2 sec). The remainder inter

act quite strongly with Temaining nucleons so that in a very short time 

(perhaps :._Io-21 sec) the nucleus can be considered to have comF to an 

equilibrium temperature. In the second step the excited nucleus '~boils 

of£11 particles; this process should be described by the usual evaporabon 

model. The manner of excitation depends on the initial trajectory of the 

incident nucleon, e. g., if it passes near the edge of the nucl{::Us 1t may 

interact with only one nucleon in the nucleus, or if it stnkcs the center 

of the nucleus it may make several collisions and transfer all its ronergy 

to the nucleons in the nucleus. Thus, depending on the namber of nucleons 

that escape, the excitation of the resultant nucleus varit:os from :uno 

energy to the full energy of the incident nucleon. 

,~ Serber assumed that in a nucleon-nucleon collision only small 
momentum transfers are possible or that the incident nuclf':on lost: 
only a fraction of its energy to the struck nucleon in the nucleus. 
The momentum transfer is '""h/ a, where a is the range of nuc1 ear 
forces corresponding to an energy of ~25 Mev. One arrives at 
this conclusion by using the Born approximation and considering 
only ordinary and exchange forces. However, p -p scattering t-,x~ri
ments have since shown that large momentum transfers are pos
sible. Serber's original arguments have been amended to take into 
account large momentum transfers. 
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A d of h 'd 1 - · 2 - 6 1 f h h' h stu y . t e resi ua~ nuclei resu tlng rom t e Ig -

energy bombardment of nuclei, more commonly known as spallation re

actions, has been made by Seaborg, Perlman, Helmholz and their col

laborators. The results of these experiments agree quite satisfactorily 

with the mechamsm suggested by Serber. The residual nuclei may have 
2 

lost anywhere from very few to forty or more nucleons. 

High-energy nuclear disintegrations Initiated by cosmic 

rays 7-14 or by artifical sources
15 -

18 
have also been studied extensively 

by the nuclear emulsion plate technique. Here, too, the experimental 

e'.;idence favors a two-step process for the nucleon emission, although 

rneson production tends to make the interpretation of results more dif

ficult. 

For nuclear disintegrations (stars) produced by cosm1c rays, 

the tracks are divided into three classes
8 

accord1ng to their grain density 

as compared to minimum grain density, g . . Tracks less than l. 4 
min 

g . are known as '!thin11 

min tracks or shower particles. ''Grey11 tracks 

are defined as being produced by a particle of ionization between l. 4 and 

6. 8 g . . All particles havmg a grain density greater than 6. 8 g . m1n m1n 
are known as ''black'' tracks. The 11 thin11 tracks are practically all 

mesons. The 11 grey11 tracks have been shown to be composed of 72 per

cent protons, 22 percent deuterons and tritons, 6 percent mesons and a 

negligible proportion of charge 2 particles. 14 The 11 black" tracks are 

composed primarily of hydrogen and helium isotopes. A proton having 

an energy between 30 a-nd 500 Mev makes a grey track. Considering 

only stars which are produced from the heavy nuclei in enlUlsion (Ag, 

Br} and considering only nucleon components of the stars, one finds 

that the angular d1stnbution suggests the mechanism for the production 

of grey and black tracks. The grey tracks tend to be directed in the 

direction of the primary particle. 14 The black tracks, for protons less 

than 30 Mev and alphas less than 50 Mev, show an 1sotropic distri

bubon.'Z .. ll, 12 The grey tracks probably result from a direct nucleon

nucleon Interaction since the angular distribution suggests a type o.f 

cascade process. The black tracks appear to result from the slower 

evaporation process. 
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Bernardini, et a1. 17 bombarded electron-sensitive plates 

with 300-400 Mev protons and neutrons and studied the resulting stars. 

They considered the resulting disintegration products which produce 

stars to be protons. The angular distribut10n of protons of greater than 

30 Mev was similar to that found for grey tracks from cosmic ray work. 

However, in their work, the angular distribution of protons of energy 

less than 30 Mev was not found to be isotropic, In fact there was at 

least a 25 percent excess of protons in the forward direction. 

In addition to the emission of individual nucleons and nuclear 

aggregates (2, 3, 4 nucleons), the ejection of larger fragments (Z from 

3 to 10) is observed from both high-energy nuclear bombardment20, 21, 53 

and cosmic-ray stars. 22-26 Marquez and Perlman21 observed that when 

an element Z was bombarded with 335 Mev protons the element Z + 3 was 

formed in appreciable quantities. They interpreted this result as a second

order process in which the initial ste}!l is the production of lithium nuclei 

created with a very high energy, perhaps of the order of 80 Mev. Bom

barding Cu with 340 Mev protons and examining the ranges of recoil frag

ments, Batzel and Seaborg53 also found evidence for the production of 

fragments. There is rather confusing information concerning the produc

tion of fragments from cosmic -ray stars. Quite frequently stars are 

observed containing two or three fragments, 22 • 25 which is suggestive of 

occurrence of a fission process. On the other hand, the fact the high

energy fragments (greater than 4 Mev per nucleon) do not deviate greatly 

from the direction of the primary particle (the higher the energy of the 

fragment the less the deviation) suggests that they may be produced in 

a primary process.l9 

B. Theoretical Interpretations of Low-Energy Secondary Particles and 
FragmenTsResulting 1Y'C)"ffiHlgii":Ene,rgy Nucl~ar Disintegrat1ori ·--

The evaporation model of the nucleus has had considerable 

success in predicting the energy spectrum, as well as the angular distri

bution, of low-energy secondary particles resulting from high-energy 

nuclear disintegrations. Historically, the evaporation model was devel

oped by several authors. 27-29 The energy distribution of the nuclear 
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parb cles r:::miti:t.od from a nucleus has bF;::J~ (!.::rr.ft;•:l by Wel3 skopf. 2 9 He 

l::<-:s shc>v~l :.hat in a large n;Jcleu.-> at e:::u.7.:::bcn ~:..,:.:::rg:~es that are h:igh 

con1p<~r·:;d tn the binding energy p<::1' ,.;,:c~.c:o:;., thf~ level density 1s so large 

th~.'. th•-:: levels may be treated as a ·:Ot<!.umnr.n, ::>.nd a quantltatlve treat-

.m.c:r:t e;£ ~he disi;.-:teg:ratjon along purely classical therrnodyna.1n1cal lines 

1;;; pc ,.s1bJ.e. 

The :n,;t ~Jpphc;:;tim:l o.f Uns mcdel fer llh~ purpose of ana-

1fz. -6 thr; lc-,\\ '~~'';rg'f ~LE3S tha.n 30 Me.,-) S•.;;COl"d~.try partlcl<::3 resulting 

h• xn cosmic 1"2..? st:;.r•' w·,is n1a.de by Ba.gg~:. 30, .12 Bagge assumed a 

• ~·c··1 c· r ··r ,, gr ... ,_,,.......,(:., . .._ v,1· t·l1 c Xl"'"' r1· Til"' ·nt ,. ('l\. •• .... " . ~.... . • ~~· t_. .l..!. .. ......... -.... "' . ~. .... . ·.r-•1...., .. v ......... " Howe·.-~;C;r, ~t n·~,w appears tha~ the 

~cXSJ:~:nrn,,::"l_~al da!a co;.:~d have hee:n 1n error beca1.1:;e of variable sensi

ti.,r:!·.r of l·he emu13:tmls u.:scd. 19 

Hard1-::;.g, et aL 7 ;:,nd Perlnnsll aJcalyzed tb.ur data and used 

a. mad;-::;_ v;i!h the sr.u:ne r~fl!'lemt-;tctf &.s v.:ere ~ h; &gge. They considered 

th:-:..t aE bl<:.ck tracks are prod:.'.ced in the evaporatio:r1 process. Their 

cbserva.tio!l5 extende:d ove:r a w1de:: range of exu.tu. tion cner g1e s from 

100 to 850 M;o:v. Even a.t these high exota.tlon eu~rgie;, ·)arg•::r than the 

total ~;,;d.--;:3.r bnding energy_ ~'100 Mev), ::he evaporatic'!l m.odel v~ry 

s,>.:·:sf.:L·::c':"·)j f ;:;ll.(ia:·.~~.;;d the en·C!rgy and ax::tg1.<.la.r d.istr:i.b;1Eon of the protons. 

Huw·e·J·er, th<:.! '"~pba~.parEcle energy a:.•d angular d1st:ribubon do not agree 

with th.;Gry ;:;.t lugb excitation- f.'.nc:rg1eb. Th.:o nun1ber of low~enc:.rgy alphas 

irH..:t•;c:t.seo; wi.th ex:::!h.!.::.oc, ~nergy, and the rnost probable energy decreases 
'"J -~ 

with 'c;XC1 L-:.'::'>):l .:;-r:;;r gy. B3.gge :;.._, has post'-tlat·~·:l that <> decrea&e in l.);.1r rier 

h' .. 'g~l'.: witb inC'n;a~.::;d exutat!on e::u:;rgv wouhl. acco;.;rJ.i for Hns a.r..ornaly. 

A~tho1:.gh tht; CJ.ngt:Ll.r dist.nbuhcm f .. n- alpha~; of 1esz,; tha:1. :;o 1.1e<.t is 1so-

'J ~ 
Lf; Cc•;.::t:.::l;r:,5 h;as extended the eva.porat1on theo1·y by considera-

tion".> of the thermal exp<.:.nsion of the nucle,il"> to take into a..::cuunt the de-

crea.s~; of potcnt:'i:a1 barner wT'.:h l:,cr~a.se of exc.tt;:,_flon e·[lergy, and the 
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effect of neutron excess. He has obtained energy distributions of the 

evaporated particles and has calculated the probability for the emission 

of the hydrogen and helium isotopes as a function of excitation energy . 

Le Couteur analyzed the data of Harding, et al. 7 and Page9 and found 

the nuclear evaporation theory gave a consistent account of the main 

features of stars. 

Bernardini, et al. 34 have formulated an entirely different 

approach to the analysis of low-energy secondary particles. From their 

experiment, 17 in which they considered all the disintegration products to 

be protons, they found that angular distribution for protons of energy less 

than 30 Mev is not isotropic, but at least 25 percent of low-energy protons 

could be attributed to a knock-on process. They formulated a nucleonic 

cascade mechanism to explain their results. To treat the rather compli

cated cascade process, they employed a Monte Carlo method, which is a 

calculation basically similar to that which Goldberger had previously used 

to calculate the interaction of 90 Mev neutrons with lead nuclei. 35 An 

experimental checkby Hadley and York36 of Goldberger's calculationwas 

not in very good agreement. Bernardin1, et al. assume the nuclear exci-· 

tation caused by nucleons trapped in the nucleus gives rise to evaporated 

particles which superimpos-e an isotropic component on the angular dis

tribution. They achieve a satisfactory agreement with c-.xperiment, and 

the energy distribution of the knock~on protons appears to be similar to 

that of the evaporation spectrum. They attribute the disagreement with 

cosmic ray results to the difference in energy of the primary particle. 

According to their model, higher energy primaries induce large nucleonic 

cascades in which preference for the incoming direction is lost by many 

collisions, so that the protons with less than 30 Mev of energy may be 

expected to have an isotropic distribution. 

The emission of fragments (Z from 3 to 10) has been des

cribed by Perkins. 25 He finds that the evaporation theory predicts a 

frequency of fragment emission much smaller than observed. Fujimoto 

and Yamaguchi37 have accounted for these fragments by the fission 
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process. They believe that surface tension of the nucleus is decreased 

at high excitation energies so that energy can be concentrated In surface 

oscillations leading to fission. However, high-energy fragments 

(energies greater than 4 Mev per nucleon) are strongly collimated with 

the incident pnmary particle and cannot be explained by a fission pro

cess.l9 Sorensen26 has shown that they do not result from a duect 

knock-on by the primary particle. In order to explain these high-energy 

fragments, Perkins has postulated the existence of nucleon aggregates in 

the nucleus as well as long-range forces which can act over an assembly 

of nucleons without breaking up. 

C. Purpose of _the Experiment 

As informative as the analysis of nuclear disintegrations in 

photographic emulsions may be, it still leaves much to be desired, Com

plications are introduced by the presence of gelatin (light nuclei) in the 

emulsion and, of course, events occurring in Ag and Br cannot be 

distinguished from each other, so that a mean mass has to be assumed. 

Also, the statistical error in Identifying particles and their energies is 

large. On the other hand, the analysis by their radioactivity of nuclei 

resulting from high-energy bombardment gives very little information 

concerning the processes involved in proceeding from the in1tial to the 

resultant nucleus. Therefore, a controlled experiment to study the 

secondary particles produced from specific elements bombarded by par

ticles of known energy should yield much information that is not now 

available. Barkas 38 • 52 has shown that this type of experiment is pos

sible. The research reported herein is a continuation, in a systematic 

manner, of his· original 1dea. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND PROCEDURE 

The entire experiment is performed beneath the circulatmg 

beam of the 184-inch cyclotron. The magnetic field of the cyclotron pro

vides a means for analyzing the momentum of secondary particles emitted 

from an internal target. Nuclear track emulsions are employed to detect 

the secondary particles. 

Two specific experimental arrangements have been constructed 

to utilize an existing cart, 40 in. by 20 in. , which enters the cyclotron 

pressure chamber through an air lock. This cart can be placed in position 

beneath the circulating beam. One arrangement (Fig. 1) measures the 

relative abundances of secondary particles emitted at oo for three different 

radius -of -curvature intervals. The other arrangement (Fig'. 2) measures 

the relative abundances of secondary particles emitted at three different 

angles for one radius -of-curvature interval. 

For both arrangements, the beam is clipped radially by a 

carbon block which is located on the opposite side of the cyclotron from 

the target. The beam is clipped at a radius two inches greater than the 

target radius. Vertical oscillations are also clipped by a copper block 

lowered into the beam so that the height of the beam at the target is 

largely confined to 3/4 inch as determined by radioautographs of the 

target. 

The nuclear-track plates which are used as detectors are 

2001-1 Ilford C2 emulsions. These emulsions are of moderate sensitivity, 

so as to obtain some ionization discrimination and yet to be able to see 

higher energy protons in the emulsion. 

A. Momentum Distribution at 0° (Fig. 1) 

Thin ribbon targets extending parallel to the magnetic field 

are placed with their smaller dimension perpendicular to the beam direc

tion. These targets are exposed at a radius of 79 inches, corresponding 

to bombarding energies of protons of 332 Mev, deuterons of 187 Mev and 

alpha particles of 375 Mev. Secondary particles then spiral down into 
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nuclear emulsions which are placed at three specific positions along a 

radial line of the cyclotron. These positions correspond to radius of 

curvature intervals of 21-24. 5 em, 29-32. 5 em, and 42-46 em. The 

nuclear -track plates are placed with emulsion upward in a plane parallel 

to the median plane of the cyclotron. The plates are 5-l/2 in. below the 

median plane for 21-24. 5 em and 29-32. 5 em positions, and 4-1/4 inches 

for the 42-46 em position. The plates had to be raised for the 42-46 

em position so the orbits of the secondary particles could clear the edge 

of the cart. Shielding, of brass and copper, is placed around the plates 

to protect them against stray particles from the main beam and against 

neutrons from the target. Channels are built in the shielding so that 

particles with a plane projected angle of± 10° can enter the plates. 

B. Angular Distribution (Fig. 2) 

This apparatus detects particles which are emitted at angles 

of 0°, 45° and 135° to the incident-beam direction. In order to contain 

the orbits of secondary particles in regions of nearly constant magnetic 

field, the targets are exposed at a radius of 62 inches and mounte'd in 

the previously described manner. Thus the effective target thickness 

is {2 greater for the 45° and 135° position than for 0°. The radius -of

curvature interval for each position is 21·-24. 5 em. At a 62 ~inch radius, 

the beam is only 2-7/8 inches above the plates. The elevation of the 

beam, coupled to the fact that only a limited amount of shielding could 

be placed around the plate, permitttcd only alpha bombardment as proton 

and deuteron bombardment blackened the plates with background tracks. 

The alpha energy at 62 inches is 240 Mev. The channels in the shielding 

permit particles with a plane projected angle of 0° ± 10°, 45° ± 10°, and 

135° ± 10° to enter the plates in each position. 

C. Target~-

The targets are thin foils prepared by commercial methods. 

The amount of contamination should be < l percent (no experimental 

verification was made of the purity of each element, however). Uranium 
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is undoubtedly contaminated by the formation of an oxide which may·be 

>1 percent. The target thickness is as follows: 

Be - 8. 67 mg/cm
2 

Al - 1. 67 11 

Ni - 8. 10 

Ag - 12. 8 

Au - 11. 7 

u - 23. 0 

D. Microscope Measurements 

il 

II 

11 

The plates are scanned under -lQOOx magnification. The 

position, range, plane projected angle, and charge of each track on a 

measured area of plate are recorded. Only tracks having the proper 

dip angle while entering the emulsion within± 10° of the mean plane pro

jected angle for that plate are accepted. The ranges are measured by 

means of a calibrated reticule placed in the eyepiece of the microscope. 

However, some of the very long proton ranges (-1800 f.l) were also 

measured by means of the microscope stage coordinates. The angles 

are measured within an accuracy of ± 1° by a goniometer affixed to the 

eyepiece. For most positions, the charge -one secondary particles 

(hydrogen isotopes) can be separated by eye from the higher-charge 

secondary particles. The charge is recorded as one or greater 

than one. For those cases (to be discussed in the next section), where 

there is doubt concerning the charge, a measure of the specific ioniza

tion is made by recording the number of gaps in each track where there 

are no developed grains. Tracks were not recorded unless they were 

at least 9 microns long. This range was selected arbitrarily as a range 

that would not be overlooked by the observer, as well as being of 

sufficient length to get an accurate angle measurement. 
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III. METHOD OF ANALYSIS OF SECONDARY PARTICLES 

A. Calculation of Range, Radius of. Curvature and Acceptable Range 
Interval 

In order to identify the secondary particles, one makes use 

of a set of curves in which the range 1n emulsion 1s calculated for each 

1sotope and plotted as a function cf. radiu5 of curvature (as in Fig. 4). In 

such a diagram each nuclear type falls on a characteristiC locus. A 

point is plotted on the same graph, from ari experimental determination 

of the range and radius of curvature. The position at which the point 

falls on the curve identifies the particle, 

The calculation oftherangesinvolves first finding the Hp and, 

consequently, the energy of each particle. An expresswn for the Hp of 

a particle moving in the median plane of the nonuniform field of the 

cyclotron has been previously derived. 39 This expression, in which the 

trajectories are described in cylindrical coordinates (r, Q, z) and which 

is corrected for an orbit lying slightly outside the median plane,· is: 

H(r) r dr 
(l) 

where the subscripts refer to any point on the orbit, tan ?I= 1/r dr/d<!> 

and y is the angle of pitch of the spiral path. For the spec1al case of an 

orbit whose initial and final trajectories intersect the same radial lme 

(all positions in Fig. land 0° position in Fig. 2), (l) reduces approxl

mately (error< 0.1 percent) to: 

sec 13 

, r 

sec y [ 
2 

rl 
H(r) r dr 

( 2) 

where 13 is the plane projected angl~ measured w1th respect to a line 

perpendicular to the radial line; For cases of the 45° and 135° posl

tions in Fig. 2, the expression is slightly rriore complicated. The 
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magnetic field of the cyclotron has befm measured {r,}ative field values 

are accurate to- 0. 02 percent but the absolute value: of t:hP. field c<JlU.ld be 

off by as much as 0.1 percent) and Hp calcu}atrod by a numerical integra.~ 

tion. The n.Jatlvistic expression for the kinetic energy of a secondary 

particle is: 

( 3) 

where Z is the numbe"r of ur.1ts of charge carried by the part:icl"C, •-Jc is 

the electronic charge in emu and M 1s the ]onk m~sB. 

Table I shows the secondarygarlicl€5 considcrt::d and thl":a 

mEan energies in each plate not corrected for energy Ioss in the target. 

Ca.rbon is the highEst atomic number cor..sido?red, because the r::1nge 

energy curves have not bec~n verified for hjgher :atomic number and 

because the reso}ubon becomes very poor. 

K":lowing the energjes, we find the ranges in emulsion cf t:hf: 

hydrogen and helium isotopes by us.ing the published data of J. J. 

Wilkins. 40 For the heavy secondary particles, the rar.ges are found by 

using the range E'nergy curves for the alpha particles and making use of 

an empirical expressio:'1. wh1ch describes the range ext.Emsio:a introduced 

by electron pick-up. 41. 

Fig. 3 shows a djagram of an orb:it travele'd by a particle 

upon leaving the target. From simplt; gtoometri cal. c on.~1fderaho:r1s ar.d 

assuming a uniform magnetic fH:ld, thf' rad.ius of. curvaturE, p, i.s 

{4) 

where pH is the horizontal projection of p, y is the angle of pitch 

(tan ... J h/rrpH), d is the distance from thf~ target measure··d along the x 

axis at which a particle enters the emulsion, .. his tht; h~.'1ght of the 



tiJo'.AJi WEP.GY OF SECON'lA:lY PA?.TICU:S 

Radius of 
Curvature Interval 42-46 C:ll 2'.1-32.5 em 21-24.5 em 

H1 18.5 9.1 5.0 
H2 '1.3 4.6 2.5 
H3 6.2 3.0 1.7 

He3 24.9 12.2 6.6 
He4 18.8 1.2 5.0 
He6 12.5 6.1 3.3 
He7 10.7 5.2 2.9 

u6 28.2 13.8 7.5 
Li7 24.2 11.8 6.4 
Li8 21.2 10.3 5.6 
Li'9 18.8 9.2 5.0 

Be? 43.0 21.0 11.4 
Bef 33.0 16.3 3.9 
BelO 30.1 14.7 8.0 

B8 58.8 ~8.7 15.6 
B10 47.0 22.9 12.5 
Bll 42.7 20.8 11.3 
B12 3}.2 U.1 10.4 

c10 67.7 33.0 1d.O 
en 61.5 .30.0 16.3 
c12 56.4 27.5 15.0 
c13 52.1 25.4 1.3.9 
cl4 4d.3 23.7 12.9 

MU-4560 

Table I 
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beam above the emulsion, and p IS the plane proJected angle (whose sign 

depends on the direction of the particlt~ entering the plate). We can 

correct p by taking into account the nonuniform1ty of the fleld. That is, 

more exactly, p = (Hp)/H where Hp is determined from (2) and HIS the 

mean value of the magnetic field for the orbit. The values for p deter

mined by the two methods differ by< 0" 002 p. 

The calculated range vs. p curve gives a characteristic 

locus for each nuclear type. However, this calculation has to be veri~ 

fied experimentally because there is possible variation in the stopping 

power of the emulsion and error in the determination of the absolute 
; 

value of the magnetic field. An experimental check was made by 

measuring the range energy curve for alpha particles. There was agree

ment to better than l percent for the calculated curves in all plate posi

tions. 

In order to determine how far from a calculated locus the 

range of a particle may fall and still be included as belonging to that 

locus, the range straggle was measured for the hydrogen and helium 

isotopes. The standard deviation was found to be nearly constant for 

all ranges and to be 3 percent or less of the range. (The range straggle 

includes the usual Bohr straggling, the effect of the finite width of the 

target, and observer errors.) The acceptable band width for each locus 

was taken as ± 2-1/2 standa~d deviations or ± 7-1/2 percent of the range. 

Protons have by far the longest range in each position and 

also undergo the most scattering. They could not be measured to the 

same accuracy as the other particles without consuming an Inordinate 

amount of time. The band width for protons was widened to ± 10 per

cent to allow for less accurate measurements. Protons in the 42-46 em 

position, which have a range o.f 1800j.L, frequently(- 30 percent) scatter 

out of the plate before coming to the end of their range. 

In order to determine the number of protons that come from 

the target, a plot is made of the protons that leave the emulsion. The 

protons that have too long a range to have come from the target determine 
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the background. It is found that the background protons constitute about 

30 percent of the protons leaving the plate . 

There is some overlap of ranges for the hydrogen and hehum 

isotopes,· notably H2 and He3, for all positions. Identification of such 

tracks was made by gap count. If G is the number of gaps in a restdual 

range R, and M is the ionic atomic weight, then G/M = f(R/M) where 

f(R/M) is the same function of (R/M) for all isotopes of an element. 

Curves of f(R/M) prepared from tracks of all isotopes which have been 

tdentified provided means for separating completely H 2 and He3. There 

is also a slight overlap between H3 and He4 m the 21-24. 5 em position, 

and it was necessary to narrow the acceptable band width to 6 percent of 

the range for this case, as the tracks for these particles are too dense 

to separate by gap count. 

Only a few of the heavier particles can be identified individually. 

LiS and B 8 can always be distinguished from others by the characteristic 

hammer at the ends of their tracks and from each other by theu ranges. 

Li 7 can be separated only in the 42-46 em position. Li 6 and Be 7 together 

form a common locus which is separable in each position, although there 

is possible contamination wtth carbon Isotopes in the 21-24. 5 em position. 

For these particles also, a± 7 -l/2 percent band width was taken, except 

for Li6 and Be 7 in the 21-24. 5 em position, where the band width was 6 

percent of the range. 

Figure 4 shows the calculated loci for the secondary particles 

that could be identified individually, together with a representative sample 

of experimentally determined points for one of the bombardments using 

the 0° apparatus. 

As for the remaining secondary particles listed in Table I, 

there is an overlap of ranges, and separation was therefore attempted by 

grouping the calculated loci together wherever possible. The groups 

chosen are shown in the table of results. They were c:hosen arbitrarily 

and could very well overlap. The small number of these particles found 
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does not justify going into greater detail. Only tracks which were greater 

than 9fl were accepted. All tracks that had a range greater than 9fl but 

were still too short to fall on any calculated locus were listed in the "not 

classified" group. For the 29-32. 5 em and the 42-46 em positions, the 

members of these groups are fission fragments or members of the other 

groups that are not fully stripped of electrons when they leave the target. 

The resolution decreases in going from the 42-46 ern plate to the 21-24. 5 em 

plate. In the latter position, Li6 and Be 7 were the only heavy particles 

that could be separated; aU the rest fell so close together that it was not 

even possible to separate by groups, and they were all listed in the "not 

clas~ified" group for this position. 

B. Background 

The general background is very definitely a function of the 

element used as target. Unfortunately, it is not possible to measure the 

background experimentally by removing the target. The target acts as 

a beam clipper as well as a neutron source, so that conditions are not 

comparable when the target is absent. Since the same amount of 

shielding for the plates is used with each kind of bomoarding particle, 

the general background may also be expected to be a function of the range 

of the bombarding particle in the shielding. The background resulting 

from alpha and deuteron bombardment is very much less than the back

ground resulting from proton bombardment. Nevertheless, -the background 

tracks, which arise principally from the scattered beam and neutrons 

striking the cart and shielding, are not a serious problem. The angle 

criteria (accepting only tracks of the proper projected and dip angles) 

rule out most of the background. With the exception of protons, prac

tically all the secondary particles ("'98 percent) fall within the calculated 

range intervals. The situation for the heavy-particle groups and ·'not 

classified" group is slightly ambiguous, as there is no range criterion 

to eliminate background here. However, only tracks which can be 

observed to have a charge of two or greater are included in this group 
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and this type of background (charge 2 or greater) is belived to be small. 

Almost all the background tracks which satisfy the angle cntena and do 

n·ot fall within calculated range intervaL' are protons, and most of these 

protons fall well outside the calculated range interval. 

C. Solid Angle Factor and Reduction of Data 

In making a comparison of the data from different plates, 

one must take into account the solid anglE-; subtended by each. plate. It 

is nf:cessary to transform the plate coordinates (x, y, !3) 1nto the target 

coordinates (p, 0, <j>). That is, it is necessary to transform the number 

of tracks found per unit area per angular interval on the plate into the 

number of particles per un1t solid angle per unit rad1us -of ~curvature 

i:1tervalleaving the target. This transform.ation42 is accomplishe-d h·/ 

means of a Jacobian, J, such that: 

The value of the Jacobian is: 

2h 

cos 
2 

Q 

. 2 
s1n 

{ 5) 

h 
2p cos Q • 

For the special case of 180° focusing, as we have in the two experimental 

arrangements, the Jacobian reduces to 2h [1 + ('rr pH/h) 2 ], where h is the 

height of the beam above the plate and pH 1s the horizontal projectim~ of 

the radius of curvature. This Jacobian is needed as a Welghting far.: tor to 

reduce the data for the apparatus shown in Fig. 1. However, for the 

angular distribution, Fig. 2, the Jacobian is the same for each pos1t1on, 

as PH and h are the same in each position. 

Finally, expression (5) is transformed into a function of the 

energy by using a nonrelativistic relationship between energy and 

momentu:rn. such that: 

( 6) 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Momentum Distribution at 0° 

Table II gives the abundance distribution of secondary particles 

obtained for 375 Mev alpha bombardment. Tables III and IV give similar 

results found for 332 Mev proton and 187 Mev deuteron bombardments. 

fn these tables, each element has been normalized to one hundred percent 

for the number of particles found per unit solid angle per unit radius -of-· 

curvature interval. The numbers not in brackets are the percent values 

of each secondary particle found. The figure in brackets are the actual 

numbers of tracks found. The method for reducing the data to this form 

has been described. in Section III-C. 

As can be seen from the results, the secondary particles are 

mainly confined to the hydrogen and helium isotopes, although there is an 

appreciable amount of higher atomic number secondary particles (frag

ments} found. In particular, the statistics are fair (usually better than 

10 percent} only for protons and alphas. Figures 5-10 show the relative 

yield of the secondary protons and alphas for each element and for each 

bombardment as a function of energy. Since only relative yields have been 

measured, it is not possible to compare different bombardments of the 

same element directly, since a knowledge of the absolute yield would be 

required. The points in these plots have been arbitrarily connected by 

straight lines. The transformation from a momentum to an energy dis

tribution is obtained by means of equation (6} in Section Ill-C. In these 

plots, the errors shown for the number of particles found are statistical 

errors expressed in standard deviations. The energy resolution for each 

element shown is found by combining the energy spread detennined by 

scanning a finite length of plate with the loss of energy by ionization 

caused by the finite thickness of the target. Since the yield of particles 

in the energy region being studied is strongly energy-dependent, the 

energy resolution shown for each point is the entire energy interval con

sidered. If a more exact fold is performed and the energy resolution is 
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Element 

II 

III 

Not 
Classified 

RAfHLS OF CURVATU~ INTS~VAL 

- ... 21-0.4 5 • ., 

Be Al Ni Ag Au u Be Al Ni Ag Au u Be A1 Ni Ag Au u 

D.n 12.10 13.3617.37 29.62 28.74 8.36 13.57 26.88 38.56 19.59 9,'f? 6.5014,82 31.l615.Xl 1.67 2.45 
(163) (N9) (239) (194) (17d) (204) (llJ) (214) (401) (499) (402) (271) 1125) (276) (4ll) (50o) (176) (13_:!.___ 
3.62 2.4) 2.63 ).40 3.16 2.26 3.]4 Ln 0.!!7 0.15 O.O'l 0.33 2.0o 0.65 O.B O.J6 0.14 1}, ~5 

(54) (40) (47) (38) (19) (16) (56) (Jl) (13) (2) (2) (9) (L.'l) (12) (J) (2) (16) 01.) 

2, 75 0.48 0.34 0.09 0.17 0.1.2 2.32 o.n 0.)4 0.15 0.09 o. 25 1. 51 0.43 o.03 .J.08 0.15 
(41) (8) (6) (1) (1) (J) (JJ) (J) (5) (2) (2) (7) (29) (<l) (1) (9) (8) 

2.68 1.46 1.29 1.·07 1.16 1.13 4.29 1.33 1.01 0.0!! 0.15 0.1,7 2.76 0.59 0.38 0.06 0.17 J. 2? 
(40) (24) (23) (12) (7) (o) (61) (21) (15) (l) (J) (13) I 5J) (11) (6) (2) (2iJ) (15) 

10.52 ~.67 7.88 17.4o 2>!.29 lo.f? 1).11 14.97 8.51 2.24 1.17 J,S7 12.59 11.70 2.22 0.25 0.41 4.::n 
(157) (15•J) (141) (195) (170) (132) (2'13) (236) (12?) (29) (24) (107) (242) (218) (35) (8) (58) (2?.4) 

-----~--

0.74 0.1.2 0.50 0.63 1.50 1. 55 0.63 1.14 0.47 0.34 0.47 o.~3 0.48 O.H 0.43 'J,38 
(11) (7) (?) (7) (9) (11) (9) (18) (7) (7) (13) (16) (J) (3) (5) (21) 

0,3J 0.48 0.34 0.27 0.83 0.28 
(5) (8) (6) (3) ·(sl (2) 
0.07 0.14 0.28 0.16 o.n 
(1) (1) (4) (3) (1) 
0.07 0.06 0.05 
(1) (1) (1) 
0.27 0.1.2 o.o6 0.27 0.17 0.77 1.46 0.47 0.)8 0.68 0.43 
(4) (7) (1) (3) (1) (11) (23) (7) (5) (14) (12) 

o.n 0.18 0.06 0.09 0.17 0.1.2 0.21 1.27 0.14 0.08 0.09 0.)2 
(l) (3) (1) (1) (1) (3) (3) (20) (2) (1) (2) (?) 

0.12 o.o6 0.10 0.71 -----·-------
(2) (1) (2) ( 5) 

0.13 0.61 0.22 0.81 d.15 16. :n 0.07 J,)Q 0.14 0.23 1.27 4.05 1.)5 3.60 0.32 O.l.d l,Jl 1.36 
(2) (10) (4) (9) (49) (120) (1) (52) (2) (3) (26) (U2) (26) (67) (5) (6) (37) (76) 

I - He6: Be'!, alO' ell I - He6 , Li 7 ,Be') Be10 ,BlO ,Bll, 
ell, c12, cb 

II - Be1·J, B11 , c12 , cl3 II - He7 , L19 , B12 , c14 

III - He 7, L19, Bl2, c14 

I 
MU-4559 

375 MEV ALPHA BOMBARDMENT 

Table II 
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Ele:nent 

II 

III 

l!ot 
Cla3sified 

Be 

7.65 
(166) 
3.87 
(d4) 

2. Xl 
(63) 

1.52 
(JJ) 

;.63 
(122) 

0.46 
(10) 

o. 2) 
(5) 

~). J:5 
(1) 

u.~5 
(1) 

·J.09 
(2) 

.).51 
(11) 

42--46 c;n 

A1 Fi A.g hU u 

1.49 1o.1.S 17.J6 ?.J.26 .:J.cJ 
(1b0) (230) (2)6) (177) Ul~') 

).11 2.2) LdJ J.eJ 2.56 
(51) (49) (57) (23) (27) 

0.68 0.41 1.0) ·).)) J.57 
(13) ( 1) (1l) (2) (6) 

1.26 u.so 1.09 J. )) ).67 
(24) (ll) (lJ) (6) (7) 

6.32 4.15 12.os 26.12 17. 2.; 
(L20) ( ll) (lSJ) (159) (lo2) 

),)2 ·J.05 0.66 0.4 7 
(6) (1) (I.) ()) 

J. )7 l.J9 J.l7 .),17 J. )7 
(7) (2) :2) (1) (6) 

·). '5 n.o;. J.D'~ 

(l) (l) (1) 

O,'JJ 0,3) J.19 
(2) {2) :2) 

'J.ll 0.07 'J.02 ),1-) 

(2) (1) ~ 5~ : :~ ) 
,).17 .),)Q ).19 
~2\ ( J) ~ 2) 

J. 7J ), 32 l. J9 t.,Jo 15. }c 
: l~) (7) :1J) (26) (160) 

I - He 6 , Be), B1,), ell 
II _ BelJ, 13 11, 0 12, cl3 

, 
Li9, el2, c14 !I- - lle', 

-21-

,(A)!J3 OF CURVATURE INrt.RV.\L 

2!-32.5 em 

Be i.1 l:i A~ Au u Be Al Ni Ag Au u 

).OJ 15.56 ~~L40 )5.76 :>6.)) ).76 ). )6 25.51 37.5; 1o.21 1.37 2.')o 
'14)) (255) (1;J3) ( 4 7)) U43) (261,) (dO) (166) (257) ()25) (ti7) (117) 
f .. 7'"4 2.'Jl J.~J 'J.45 ),2} J.)7 J.ll 1.2) 0.29 0.04 0.27 
(61) OJ) :14) ;&) ()) (lJ) (25) (o) (2) ( 2) (15) 

J, 65 .).4) loJ? ).15 ).21 2.99 ).77 j,14 J.ll 
(,3) (~) (1) (<) (6) (24) (5) (1) (6) 

4.47 1.2J •l.6) :. ~2 ).15 ).1.1 ).24 0,)1 J.14 Q.j6 0.02 J.ll 
(65) (21) (')) (7) (:') (11) (26) (2) (1) (1) (1) (6) 

1o. 7H lJ, 54 10.01 5.60 o. 77 2.21 lJ,)) 1).)7 2.6) J.17 0.)4 6.81 
(27)) (222) (1!.2) {7/f) ~ 10) (o)) {107) (87) (1c) (3) (16) (Jo;) 

).o1 0.4) 0.35 ·),07 0.)') 0.25 '). 75 J.J1 '),02 J.:Jll 
(13) (7) ( 5) (1) ~)) (?) (6) (2) (1) (;·) 

o.o l ), T) ). 20 •J.14 1.69 J.22 
(1J) (1J) (4) (2) (J) (6) 

:J.2l o.~J J.14 1.23 ).)5 

{J) (7) (2) ~Jl (?) 

,),07 J.)5 ).07 J,fi'! ~.J() ·J.12 }.12 J,J6 J.l) J.50 
'•\ (J) (l) (']) {210} (1) (6) (1) (6) (2b) 
"· 
I - He 6 ,Li 7 ,se1 ,ue1J,3l0 , 

•, ll oll ,12 ,l) 
:... , .. J'.J , ... 

:::t - He7 , Li9, Bl2, cl4 

MU 55AFl 

Table III 
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Element 

II 

III 

liot 
Classified 

Be Al Ni Ag Au u 

12.22 14.10 'J.47 15.63 51.50 34.61 
(76) (146) (132) (104) (13<!) (109) 
4.84 3.38 1.94 3. ~~ 1.8o 2. 54 
(38) (35) (27) (26) (5) (8) 

2.oy 0.58 0.07 1.05 0.32 
(21) (6) (1) (7) (1) 

).31 O,'J6 0.86 J.6Q ·J.37 o. !5 
(26) (10) (12) C4l (1) (J) 

8.40 6.37 ).95 12.62 22.77 ).84 
(66) (66) (o5) (d4) (61) (31) 

0.64 •J.22 'J.15 0.64 
(5) (3) (1) (2) 

0.25 0.07 
(2) (1) 

0.25 0.07 0.15 
(2) (1) (1) 

0.37 
(1) 

o.u 0.07 0.37 24.77 
(1) (1) (1) (78) 

I - He6, ne'J, a1o, ell 

II _ a 0 10, Bll, c1<, cl3 

III - He7, Lil, B12, cl4 

-Z8-

187 ~£V DEUTERON B0:1BA!Ull4Ell'l' 

'WJIUS OF CURVATURE INTERVAL 

27-32.5 em 21-24.5 em 

Be A1 l!i Ag Au u Be A1 Ni Ag Au u 

7.47 16.02 27.36 45.03 2D.16 8.:10 10.82 22.21 40.11 16.74 1.45 2.26 
(61) (12J) (1o3l (241) (2'JO) (105) (il7) (165) (256) (260) (136) (1091 
3.'!2 l.8o 1.05 ),7? 2.74 ·).40 ).12 0.05 J.ll 
(32) (14) (7) (9) (22) (3) (2) (5) ( ~·) 
1.16 ).26 0.19 0.21 0.42 l. 37 }.2? ).06 o. ')1 0.06 
(16) (2) (1) (2) ( 5) (11) (2) (1) (1) (3) 

2.in 0.26 0 • .)0 0.)7 0.34 2.74 ':).94 0.31 0.04 'J. 25 
(23) (2) (6) (2) (4) (22) (7) (2) (J) (12) 

14.)2 15.49 10.')1 2,80 0.21 2.96 14.68 12.25 2.04 0.19 0.23 2.07 
(117) (116) (7)) (15) (2) (35) (llcl) (Jl) (13) (3) (21) (100) 
1,/,!j 0.26 J.30 0.10 0.16 0.62 •).40 0.05 0.16 
(12) (2) (2) (1) (2) (5) (3) (5) (8) 

J.24 0.25 
(2) (2) 

). Jb 1.32 0.15 ).19 0.42 
(o) (10) (1) (1) (5) 

fJ,53 '),l-J :J.09 
(!.) (1) (1) 

0.24 0.80 '·'· 21 7.04 0.75 1.21 0.16 0.05 0.31 
(2) (6) (2) (83) (6) (9) (1) (4) (15) 

I - He6,: .. i7,B8 9,::Jel0,Bl0
1 

nll,cll,cl2,c13 

II - He7,'>i9,B12,cl4 

MU 5587 

Table IV 
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expressed in standard deviations, only the energy spread for the alphas 

in the low-energy position would be smaller by a significant amount. The 

ionization loss for protons and alphas in Be, AI and Ag targets was found 

directly from Aron's range -energy curves. 47 The ionization loss in the 

Ni, Au, and U targets was found by extrapolating the results for Cu and 

Pb, respectively, considering the change in electron density. 

Table V and Fig. 11 give the results of an alpha-proton ratio 

as a function of atomic number for the three energies considered and for 

each bombardment. 

B. Angular Distribution 

Tables VI to IX give the results obtained for Be, Al, N1, and 

Ag for 2.40 Mev alpha bombardment. In these tables, each element has 

been normalized to one hundred percent for the number of particles found 

per unit solid angle per unit radius -of-curvature interval. The numbers 

not in brackets are the percent valuC's for each secondary particle found. 

The numbers in brackets are the actual numbers of tracks found. Figure 

12 is a plot of the relative yields of protons and alpha particles (the errors 

shown are statistical errors). The energies of the protons considered 

are 5. 5 ± 0. 6 Mev, while the energies of the alpha particles are 6. 8 ± 1. 9 

Mev. 

The results tor Au and U have not been included. The results 

for different exposures for these elements were inconsistent and not very 

reproducible. However, the yields from these bombardments were quite 

low, the flux of secondary particlt~s being less than one hundredth as much, 

for the same bombarding time, as for the other elements. The fact that 

the yields are low for Au and U is not surprising, since the energies of 

the secondary particles are WEJJ below the coulomb barrier for these 

elements. For extremely low yields, it j s to be expected that any back

ground effects, such as stray particles striking the cart and shield1ng 

and being scattered into the plates or producing secondary particles which 

enter the plates and sat:i sfy the angular and range criteria, will be greatly 
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TABLE V 

Proton Bombardment 
(332 Mev) 

Deuteron Bombardment 
(187 Mev) 

Radius of Curvature Interval 42-46 em 

0. 96 ± 0. 11 0.73±0.09 0. 69 ± 0. 12 
0.80±0.08 0.67 ± 0.08 0.45 ± 0. 07 
0.59±0.06 0. 40 ± 0. 05 0.42±0.07 
1.01±0.10 0.74±0.08 0.81±0.09 
0.96 ± 0.10 0.89 ± 0.10 0. 44 ± 0. 07 
0.65±0.07 0. 58± 0.06 0.28±0.06 

Radius of Curvature Interval 29-32. 5 em 

2. 29 ± 0. 25 1.91±0.20 1.92±0.30 
1. 10 ± 0. 10 0.87*0.08 0.97±0.13 
0. 32 ± 0.03 0.35±0.04 0. 40 ± 0. 06 
0.06±0.01 0.16 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.02 
0.06±0.01 0.03±0.01 0.01±0.01 
0.39±0.05 0. 23 ± 0. 04 0.33±0.06 

Radius of Curvature Interval 21-24. 5 em 

1.94±0.21 1. 34 ± 0. 20 1. 36 ± 0. 19 
0.79±0.07 0.52~0.07 0. 55± 0.09 
0.07±0.01 0.07 ± 0.02 0. 05 ± 0. 02 
O.OL.±O.Ol 0.01±0.01 0.01±0.01 
0.30±0.05 0. 18 ± 0. 05 0. 16 ± 0. 04 
1.64±0.19 3.27±0.32 0.92±0.13 
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TABLE VI 

Be 

.I Angular 
Position oo Position 45° Position 135° Pos1tion 

Hl 13.67 8.80 2.95 
( 210) ( 2 52) - ( 324) 

H2 4. 30 2. 27 0. 77 
( 66) ( 6 5) ( 83) 

H3 2. 61 2.41 0. 57 
( 40) ( 69) ( 6 3) 

He 3 4.43 2. 55 0.62 
( 68) ( 7 3) (68) 

He 4 24.42 16. 14 2.49 
( 37 5) ( 462) (2 7 3) 

L'6 1 ' Be 7 2.67 2.65 0.21 
( 41) ( 76) ( L3) 

Li8 0. 13 0. 10 
( l) ( 3) 

Not 2.b7 2. 51 0.04 
Classified ( 41) ( 7 2) (4) 
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TABLE VII 

A1 

.... Angular 
0° Position 450 Position Position 135° Position 

H1 20.65 19. 75 9. 18 
( 198) (194) (229) 

Hz 0.66 1. 04 O.b2 
( 7) ( 8) (14) 

H3 0.63 1. 31 0.44 
( 6) (13) (11) 

He3 0. 53 0.69 0.44 
( 5) ( 7) (11) 

He
4 15. 77 12. 58 4.97 

(152) (122) (127) 

L.6 1 , Be 7 0.59 2.05 0. 11 
( 6) (19) ( 3) 

Not 5. 38 2. 51 0. 11 
Classified (51) (28) ( 3) 
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TABLE VIII 

Ni 

.. 
Angular 

0° Position Position 45° Position l3 5° Position 

Hl 36. 34 27.29 23.64 
(26 7) (241) ( 22 5) 

H2 0.27 0.33 0.31 

( 2) ( 3) ( 3) 

H3 0. 13 0.33 0.42 
(l) ( 3) ( 4) 

He
3 0.27 0.33 0. 31 

( 2) ( 3) ( 3) 

He
4 l. 9 l 3.05 4. 20 

(14) (27) ( 40) 

L'6 
1 ' Be 7 0.33 

( 3) 

Li
8 0. l3 

(l) 

Not 0.27 0. ll 
Classified (2) (l) 
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TABLE IX .. 
Ag 

.. 
Angular 

45° Position 135° Position Position 0° Position 

Hl 27.90 26.88 35.09 
(2 59) ( 217) ( 236) 

H2 0. 11 0. 12 0. 15 
(1) (1) (1) 

H3 0.22 0.37 0. 15 
( 2) ( 3) (1) 

He
3 

0. 11 0. 12 0. 15 
(1) (1) (1) 

He
4 

0.32 2.73 3.86 
( 3) ( 22) ( 26) 

L.6 Be 
7 . 

1 ' 0. 11 0.99 0. 15 
(1) (8) (1) 

Not 0. 11 0.37 
Classified (1) ( 3) 
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magnified. All the elements with the exception of Be were run more than 

once, and there was always agreement well within statistics for the dif

ferent exposures of the same element except in the case of Au and U . 

The results given in Fig. 12 for Be, Al, Ni, and Ag show that the energy 

distributions of the protons and alphas change very definitely as a function 

of atomic number, indicating that the background effects are small for 

these cases. 

The failure to measure the angular distribution of Au and U 

for these low-energy secondary particles should not cast doubt on the 

results obtained for Au and U using the apparatus which measured the 

momentum distribution at 0°. Here the results of different exposures for 

the same bombarding particles were reproducible, although the low

energy alpha yield fluctuated for reasons explained in Section VI-B. The 

angular distribution apparatus is known to have a higher background; only 

alpha bombardment of the targets is possible (as has been mentioned in 

Section II-B). The higher background in the angular distribution apparatus 

is due to several factors. The plates have less shielding around them; 

the median plane of the cyclotron is one inch or 50 percent closer to the 

tbp of the cart at the target position, and the plates are set higher in the 

cart arld therefore are closer to the median plane. 

C. Comparison with Other Experiments 

Nuclear disintegrations produced in the heavy elements (Ag, 

Br) in nuclear emulsion have been studied extensively by several 

authors. 7 -lS' 48 .. 4 9 Fig. 13 shows the energy spectrum of protons and 

alphas (actually hydrogen and helium isotopes) obtained for different 

nuclear excitation energies in the experiment of Harding et aL , 
7 

in which 

nuclear emulsions were bombarded with cosmic ray particles. Fig. 14 

shows the results obtained by Morinaga and Fry49 from the capture of 

fl- mesons in Ag and Br in the emulsion. In the latter case, the excita

tion energy is of the order of 30 to 40 Mev. 
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The excitation energy for the different bombardments of Ag, 

Fig. 8, is estimated to be about 100 Mev. Comparing these results with 

Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 14, one sees that the shape of the proton spectrum is 

qualitatively the same. There appears to be a maximum in the region 

between 6 and 10 Mev for all these plots. As for the alpha spectrum, 

Fig. 13(d) and Fig. 14 indicate a maximum in the region around 15 Mev. 

Fig. 8 indicates that there may be a maximum in this region, although 

unfortunately this region is not explored by the apparatus used. Con-· 

necting the alpha points in Fig. 8 with straight lines is misleading, since 

there undoubtedly is a maximum in this region and at 20 Mev the yield 

should be decreasing rather than appearing to increase, as a straight 

line plot indicates. 

The angular distribution of the black tracks (particles with 

less than 30 Mev) for the Ag and Br nuclei has generally been found to 

be isotropic, 7,12,19 although Bernardini, et a1. 17 found a forward peak. 

The results for Ag in Fig. 12 for 5. 5 Mev protons appear to be isotropic. 

The rise at 135° can be explained by a small center -of -mass velocity: 

a proton being emitted at 135° in the laboratory system has a slightly 

higher energy (about one Mev) in the center -of-mass system than a pro

ton emitted at 0° and 45° in the laboratory system. The proton yield is 

a very sharply increasing function of energy in this region, so a higher 

yield at 135° is to be expected. The fact that the alpha yield ( 6. 8 Mev 

alphas), although very much lower than of protons, is also increasing 

with angle can likewise be explained by the increasing energy of emis

sian in the center -of -mass system with increasing angle in the labor a

tory system. 

It is not possible to interpret the chemistry experiments, Jn 

which the resultant nuclei are analyzed, so that a comparison can be 

made with the results found for this experiment. The chemistry experi

ments are quite fragmentary, since stable nuclei are not detected, and 

have been done thoroughly only for Cu. The results for 190 Mev deuteron 

bombardment of Cu indicate that reactions in which an alpha particle can 
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be ejected are more favored than reactions in which particles are ejected 

that are less tightly bound. 5 For example, the yield of Mn52 is a hundred 

times greater than of Fe 52, although it requires the ejection of an extra 

proton rather than .a neutron. Mn52 can be formed from Cu63 by the 

ejection of two alpha particles and three neutrons, while Fe52 has to be 

formed by emission of particles less tightly bound. The results of 

Batzel, .et al. 6 for the 340 Mev proton, 190 Mev deuteron, and 190 Mev 

and 380 Mev alpha bombardments of Cu indicate that yield for a given Z 

rises for nuclides nearest the region of stability, and that nuclides with 

the largest deficiencies or extesses of neutrons are found in the lowest 

yield. This result agrees with the studies of the spallation of arsenic, 50 

The results for antimony51 indicate that the yields of neutron-deficient 

nuclei are larger than the yields of nuclei with neutron excess, indicating 

that charged-particle emis sian is forbidden by the coulomb barrier. As 

informative as these chemistry experiments may be, there is no direct 

way' at present to connect them with the emission of charged secondary 

particles . 
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V. NUCLEAR MODELS PERTAINING TO THE LOW -ENERGY 

SPECTRUM OF SECONDARY PARTICLES 

The black tracks of cosmic ray stars are generally associated 

with the low-energy spectrum of secondary particles. By definition, only 

particles emitted with energies less than 30 Mev are considered as be

longing to this black-track group. There have been two models proposed 

to account for the low-energy spectrum: an evaporation model and a 

cascade model. In these models, a nucleus of approximately A = 100 is 

used for theoretical calculations, which represents a mean value for the 

heavy nuclei in emulsion (Ag and Br) for which statistical models would 

be expected to hold. 

A. Evaporation Model 

Considering the interaction of a fast nucleon with a nucleus 

as a two-step process, as was discussed in Section I, we assume that a 

definite amount of excitation energy has been transferred to the nucleus 

after the faste.r n~cle.ons d energy above 30 Mev have left the nucleus. If 

this excitation energy is less than the total binding energy, the nucleus 

does not fly apart. Instead it behaves somewhat like a fluid in thermal 

equilibrium. The nucleons of which the nucleus is composed collide with 

one another much as do molecules in a gas or liquid. Again, in much 

the same way as in the evaporation of a molecule from a liquid, one of 

the nucleons may acquire by statistical fluctuation more energy than the 

average, and be able to leave the nucleus. This process goes on until 

the nucleus reaches a stable state. The disintegration from an excited 

state may then be treated as quite independent of the process by which 

it is formed. 

The energy distribution of nuclear particles emitted from an 

excited nucleus has been derived by Weisskopf. 29 For large excitation 

energies, the probability of a neutron's being emitted with an energy 

between E and (E + dE) is appr oximatel_y of the Maxwellian form: 

_E 

P(E) dE T dE ( 7) 
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where both the temperature T and energy E are measured in Mev and T 

is the temperature of the resultant nucleus. In the case of charged par

tides, equation (1) can be shown to be: 

P(E) dE = 
E-V 

E-V -;y-
e dE forE >V (8) 

where V is the height of the potential barrier. Thus the effect of the 

barrier is simply to shift the whole energy distribution by an amount V. 

The temperature is related to the excitation energy U ac

cording to U = j3Tn, where j3 is a (dimensional) constant and n depends 

on the assumed interaction between nuclear particles (gas ·model, liquid 

drop, etc.). The Fermi gas model, in which the nucleons are assumed 

to be an assemblage of free particles (with kinetic energy very much 

greater than interaction energy) gives the relation: 

~9) 

where A is the total number of nucleons and K = 1r2/ 4€, E being the kinetic 

energy of the highest occupied state in the unexcited nucleus, so that for 

E = 22 Mev, K- o: L The liquid-drop model assumes the interaction 

between nucleons to be similar to that between molecules in a liquid (inter

action energy of the same order, or larger than, the kinetic energy). 

According to Bethe, 28 the excitation energy may be expressed in the 

following form: 

(1 0) 

The first right-hand term is related to surface waves, the second to 

volume waves. Here T = T/T', where T' is the temperature at which the 

contributions of energy U' from volume and surface waves are equal. 
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The calculated T' for a Ag or Br nucleus is approximately 2 Mev. The 

calculated value for U' is 20 Mev. For high excitation energies, there

fore, only volume waves need be considered, and U = KAT4. 7 

Formulas (7) and (8) would be true for the energy distribu

tions of molecules evaporating from a drop of water, but cannot be 

strictly applied to the multiple disintegrations of a nucleus, for the 

number of particles (-lOO) is so small that the nucleus cools appreciably 

after emis sian of each particle. Following the treatment of Bagge, 32 

using the Fermi gas model, one obtains for the average energy loss dU 

of the nucleus when dA neutrons are evaporated: 

(11) 

= 2T + E 
0 

where from (7) 2T is the average kinetic energy of an evaporated neutron, 

E
0 

is the binding energy per nucleon (assumed constant), and T is the 

instantaneous temperature. The process is treated as continuous and the 

emission of neutrons is assumed to be independent of that of protons. 

Integration of (11) gives the instantaneous temperature as a function of T 
0 

(initial temperature) and the initial and instantaneous mass numbers of 

the nucleus, A and A, respectively. Integrating over a whole range of 
0 

temperature, Bagge obtained the true energy distributions of the evaporated 

particles for any initial nucleus A (Ag or Br). He found his spectrum 
0 

could be expressed approximately by: 

P(E)dE 
E 

- "'Eo--+...,E=-
o 

E 

To dE e . (12) 

Equation {12) gives the spectrum for neutrons, and Bagge obtained that 

for protons by multiplying (12) by a factor corresponding to the mean 

Gamow factors for the initial and final nucleus. 19 
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Harding, et al. 7 carried out similar computations using both 

the Fermi gas model and the liquid-drop model. They found that the 

liquid-drop model gives an energy spectrum for protons which coincides 

with the gas model in the region from 0 to 15 Mev. Above 15 Mev, how

ever, the energy spectrum drops rapidly and there is a large discrepancy 

between it and the experimental distribution. On the other hand, the 

Fermi gas model gives good agreement with experiment throughout the 

region where an evaporation model is expected to be valid. Figure 13' 

shows their experimental results, as amended by Perkins, 11 for the 

' energy spectrum of protons and alphas for different nuclear excitation 

energies, and the calculated energy spectrum for the protons using a 

Fermi gas model. 

It should be pointed out here that in the experimental identifi

cation of the black tracks of cosmic -ray stars it is possible to identify 

particles only as charge one or charge two by noting their specific 

ionization. The charge one tracks are classified as protons, although 

there is undoubtedly a considerable proportion of deuterons and tritons 

present, as the analysis of the grey tracksl3 shows that the ratio of the 

number of deuterons and tritons to protons is about 0. 3. The charge 

two tracks are supposedly alpha particles although here, too, there is 

contamination with He 3 and probably Li and Be nuclei. It should, there

fore, be understood in discussing the experimental results for the 

analysis of cosmic -ray stars that "proton energy spectrum" really means 

the "hydrogen isotope energy spectrum, ;r and the alpha energy spectrum 

includes He 3 and possibly neighboring nuclei of higher charge. However, 

the majority of the black tracks are undoubted! y protons and alpha par

ticles, and the error in these experiments due to contamination by other 

isotopes is usually of the same order as, or smaller than, the statistical 

error. 

The work of Bagge and Harding, Perkins and Lattimore was 

concerned only with calculating a rough fit to the experimentally deter-· 

mined proton energy spectrum. LeCouteur 3 3 has extended their work 
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1n a comprehensive theory of nuclear evaporation. In his analysis 

LeCouteur has made several refinements" He has calculated more exact 

expressions for the energy lost to the nucleus per particle emitted. He 

has also obtained the probabilities at any instantaneous temperature for 

the emission of neutrons, H
1

, H
2

, H
3

, He 
3 

and He 
4

, and the theory 

could also be extended to particles of higher charge. He allowed for 

cooling of the nucleus by integrating the probabilities for emission over 

the entire emission process. He has considered both the effects of the 

neutron excess in governing the control of the emission process and the 

effect of thermal expansion of the nucleus at high excitation energies. 

From the experimental evidence of Harding, et al. , 7 Fig. 13, 

there appears to be a considerable number of protons and alphas emitted 

below the Coulomb barrier. Harding, et aL assumed a potential barrier 

of 0. 7, the barrier height for a nucleus of A = 70" The 0. 7 takes into 

account barrier penetration. They explained the excess of low-energy 

protons by considering an additional barrier -penetration effect. Le 

Couteur and also Fujimoto and Yamaguchi 43 have suggested that in the 

latter stages of cooling the nucleus emits more neutrons than protons, 

increasing the ratio of atomic charge to atomic number. The nucleus 

then becomes more likely to lose positive charge, and the emission of 

decay protons is more probable than the emission of beta particles. 

This effect does not explain the emission of low-energy alphas. Experi

mentally it is found (Fig. 5) that the yield of low~energy alphas increases 

with excitation energy" LeCouteur found that the best f1t w1th experi

mental data was obtained by assuming a potential barrier that decreases 

with increasing excitation energy, as was first suggested by Bagge. 

LeCouteur integrated the equations of emission for various 

sets of parameters. The most important parameter 1s A, wh1ch is 
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related to nuclear level density. He used the following combinations: 

a) A= 4 V' - V' = V' - 5 Mev, VI 3 = V' = 10 Mev. 
p d t He a 

b) A = 5 "' I A/ 3. 3 } 
1/2 5 (l - U/ 2000) Mev. V' = V' = V' = 1/2 VHe3 = V' = 

c) A= 5. 5-:tVA/2. 7 p 
d t a 

} 

v~ = o. 7V, Vd = o. 77V, v, = o. BV, VHe3 =I. 6V 

V' = 1. 66V and V = 6/l + U/2000 Mev. . 
a 

where V is the barrier height and V' is the effective barrier height after 

the penetration effect has been taken into account. The reduction of the 

potential barrier with greater excitation energy, assumed in band c, is 

roughly that predicted by Bagge. The more drastic reduction in d and e 

seems to be required to explain the emission of slow alpha particles. The 

relationship between V and V' assumed in d and e is a fair approximation 

to the penetration formula of Bethe and Konopinski. 4 5 

Figures 15 and 16 show results obtained using as parameters 

mean values of d and e. Figure 15 shows the total number N of tracks 

and the number n of protons, deuterons, tritons and alpha particles 

evaporated from a nucleus with initial excitation energy U. Figure 16 

shows the energy spectrum for the hydrogen isotopes for five different 

values of the initial excitation energy. 

Figures 17 and 18 show the theoretical and experimental re

sults for the particles of charge one and charge two evaporated from 

the nucleus and forming stars which have an average of 10. 2 prongs. 

A quantity readily obtainable from observations on stars is 

the ratio o~ doubly to singly charged particles emitted. All the measure

ments give about the same order of magnitude, 0. 4, which is found to 

change slowly with excitation energies, in good agreement with LeCouteur 

predictions. Also, for stars of about 10 prongs, LeCouteur gives a ratio 

of 0. 3 for the proportion of deuterons and tritons in the singly charged 

particles, and this figure is in rough agreement with experiments 

attempting to differentiate the low-energy hydrogen isotopes. 7 ' l9 
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It has also been pointed out by LeCouteur that in Weisskopf~s 

formula there are no explicit factors representing the "probability of 

existence" of alpha particles inside the nucleus, and that if such factors 

were introduced one would no longer obtain agreement with experimental 

data. These "existence factors" only enter the formula through the de

pendence of the level density of the residual nucleus on the mass, binding 

energy, and charge of the emitted particle. The dependence is especially 

important at high energies and accounts for the broad maximum in the 

alpha-proton ratio. 

B. Cascade Model 

In analyzing the process of energy transfer one could also 

trace the history of each recoil separately, choosing the energy per col

lision by some random method. Goldberger
35 

extended the ideas set 

forth by Serberl concerning the inelastic interaction of a high-energy 

nucleon with a heavy nucleus. The heavy nucleus was represented as 

a Fermi gas of nucleons. The incoming high-energy nucleon was con

sidered to be well localized (its wavelength being much less than a nuclear 

diameter) and to interact with the nucleon gas by a series of nucleon

nucleon scatterings. The struck nucleon also interacted and, in this way, 

an internal nucleonic cascade was generated that proceeded until the 

moving nucleons either reached the edge of the nucleus and escaped or 

fell below the nuclear barrier and were thermally captured. 

To treat complex cascades of this type, Goldberger employed 

the Monte Carlo method. The Monte Carlo method is a generally valid 

procedure for treating an ordered sequence of processes (A, B, C, ... ) 

each of which is characterized by its own statistical distribution. One 

divides each statistical distributi~n into equally probable intervals, and 

then - starting with a random choice for A - chooses in sequence at 

random equally probable events for B, then for C, etc. , until one finally 

arrives at the end state. It is obvious that for sufficiently fine intervals, 

what one does is merely to reproduce the process, and hence the inherent 
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statistical fluctuati'ons in the final-state distribution curves should be 

the same for N Monte Carlo calculations as one obtains for results 

based on N experimentally observed events. Ofcourse, this assumes 

that the statistical distribution curves put into the calculations are cor

rect and describe complete! y what happens. 34 

Goldberger 1 s original evaluations were performed for the 

interaction of 90 Mev neutrons on a Pb nucleus. An experimental check 

of Goldberger's calculation by Hadley and York was interpreted to be at 

best only in partial qualitative agreement. The discrepancies may have 

been caused by the inapplicability of the model at these low energies, for 

which pick-up effects, multiple nucleon interactions, and refraction 

effects could be important. 
I 

Bernardini, Booth and Lindenbaum decided it was worth 

while to check this cascade model at higher energies of 300 to 400 Mev 

for neutrons and protons by a Monte Carlo calculation. The model 

~ould be intrinsically better at these energies since refraction effects, 

etc., here become less important. Besides, there is direct experi

mental evidence for a casc.ade model. From their experiment, l7 born

barding electron-sensitive plates with 300 to 400 Mev neutrons and 

protons, they found that particles emit~ed with energies greater than 

30 Mev are strongly collimated in the direction of the incident primary 

particle, which suggests a cascade mechanism. This result is in 

agreement with the fact that the grey tracks of cosmic -ray stars are 

composed primarily of protons and their angular distribution, also, 

is peaked in the fdrward direction. Bernardini, et al. also found that 

the angular distribution of the black tracks is not isotropic as an 

evaporation model would predict, but that 25 percent to 40 percent have 

a knock-on origin: This result has not been found in cosmic -ray work, 

where the angular distribution of protons and alphas with less than 30 

Mev energy is found to be isotropic. This discrepancy is attributed to 

the energy difference of the primary particle; higher -energy primary 

particles ma_ybe expected to produce larger cascades, so that the low

energy protons tend to have an isotropic distribution. 
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Figure 19 shows the energy spectrum of the knock-on nucleons 

directly ejected. That fraction of emitted nucleons which consists of 

protons is assumed to be one -half. The results are based on 90 incident 

400 Mev nucleons, of which 60 resulted in inelastic events and 30 went 

through the nucleus without interacting. The percentage of black tracks 

which are calculated to be knock-on protons is 30 percent. The re

mainder of the black tracks are attributed to the evaporation process. 

The calculated mean excitation energy for the evaporation process is 50 

Mev. 

This theory predicts only the number of neutrons and protons 

knocked out of the nucleus. Some production of deuterons, tritons, and 

the helium isotopes could be explained by a complicated pick-up process, 

but their number is supposedly relatively small. The emission of the 

large number of alphas observed, Fig. 13, is probably also ascribed to 

the evaporation process, although Bernardini, et al. do not mention this 

point. They take the viewpoint that the general tendency is to consider 

that the black tracks of cosmic -ray stars arise from an evaporation pro

cess following a very high internal excitation of the evaporating nucleus. 

They state that the results of their analysis imply that the residual 

nuclear excitation responsible for evaporation is quite low and that the 

essential process determining the characteristic of the stars is the 

internal nucleonic cascade generated. The evaporation contribution is 

only more or less a byproduct of the cascades. 

C. Other Nuclear Models 

Horning and Baumho££46 have worked out a theory of nuclear 

stars depending on a theory of nuclear transparency and on a theory of 

nuclear evaporation. The transparency was computed on the basis of a 

model proposed by Serberl and the evaporation was computed on the 

basis of the statistical model of the nucleus. Approximate values were 

calculated for the interaction between the nucleons and the incident par

ticle' as well as for nuclear entropy and binding en"ergies of the evaporated 
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particles. The results are in qualitative agreement with the experiment 

of Gardner and Peterson, 15 in which nuclear emulsions were bombarded 

with }5; -90, 135, and 190 Mev deuterons. The theory is difficult to 

interpret. It combines stars produced in both the light and heavy ele

ments in the emulsion. 

Thus far the different models have only attempted to explain 

the emission of particles d Z ~ 2. For heavier particles, fragments, the 

evaporation model, or a fission hypothesis37 can be used to explain the 

emission of low -energy fragments. However, there is no model or 

theory at present that can explain the emission of high-energy fragments 

(more than 4 Mev per fragment). 
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VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

A. Angular Distribution 

The most direct way of discerning the region of validity of 

the cascade and evaporation models is to measure the angular distribu

tion of heavy nuclei for energies of the secondary particles varying from 

about 5 to 50 Mev. Because of the limitations of the size of the cart, the 

highest energy that could be measured for secondary protons and alphas 

in this experiment was approximately 6 Mev. 

The results for Be and Al represented in Fig. 12 show a 

sharp falling off as a function of increasing angle. However, since 

alphas are the bombard1ng particles, the center -of -mass velocity is un

coubtedly high enough -- even taking into account a considerable amount 

of incident momentum being carried off by fast ejected particles -- that 

there will be a considerable difference between the distribution actually 

occurring in the center -of -mass system and that measured in the labor a

tory system. There has been no lower limit set as to the number of 

nucleons necessary for a statistical theory, such as the evaporation 

model, to be valid. Since the compound-nucleus theory holds for the 

lightest elements, it would not be too surprising if Be could be ex

plained by a two-step process. Nevertheless, to disentangle there

sults enough to determine the center -of-mass distribution for these 

light elements requires a considerable amount of supposition concerning 

the nature of the process giving rise to the secondary particles, and 

such an analysis has not been attempted. 

The results for Ni and Ag are shown in Fig. 12 .. For these 

elements the center -of -mass velocity is small. For low-energy par

ticles, however, it is significant, since in the region around 6 Mev the 

yield of protons is extremely energy-dependent (as one can see from 

the results for Ni and Ag in Figs. 7 and 8 and the prediction of Le 

Couteur for Ag shown in Fig. 16). In this energy region it appears that 
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the proton yield for Ni is a decreasing function of energy, while the 

proton yield for Ag is an increasing function of energy. Since the energy 

of. emission in the center -of -mass system is larger with increasing 

laboratory angle for a constant laboratory: energy, an isotropic 

emission in the center -of -mass system would show a peaking in the for

ward direction for Ni and a rise in the backward direction for Ag. This 

is whaf is observed in Fig. 12. The solid angle factor in going from the 

center-of-mass system to the laboratory system should also be taken 

into account, although it is quite small at low velocities. This factor 

tends to cause a peaking in the forward direction, and probably affects 

Ni more than Ag, since the center- of -mass velocity is probably less for 

Ag than for Ni. Qualitatively only, it appears that the proton angular 

distribution is isotropic for both Ni ang Ag. The rise in the alpha yield 

with increased laboratory angle for both these elements can also be 

explained by similar arguments based on the fact that yield of alpha par

tides should be increasing with energy in the region. It is interesting 
•. 

to note that the alpha-proton ratio for particles of approximately 6 Mev 

emitted at 0° is the same for either 375 Mev or 240 Mev alpha bombard

ment, being 0. 07 for Ni and 0. 02 for Ag. 

B. Ene.rgy Distribution of Protons and Alpha Particles Emitted at 0° 

The element that can best be compared with theory is Ag, 

Fig. 8. The predicted proton distribution for the evaporation model as 

derived by LeCouteur is shown in Fig. 16. It can be seen that the shape 

of the curves is a very slowly varying function of excitation energy. The 

shapes of the experimentally determined spectra appear to be nearly 

similar for all bombardments. This fact is significant since, accord1ng 

to the evaporation model, the only effect of the bombarding particle 

should be in the total excitation energy given to the nucleus, and the re

sulting low-energy spectrum should be independent of the primary process. 

There appears to be a maximum in the region between 6 ahd 10 Mev, as 

predicted. It is estimated that the excitation energy for these bombard

ments is in the vicinity of 100 Mev. If one extrapolates LeCouteur 1 s 
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curves to this excitation energy, then the ratio of 10 Mev protons to 20 

Mev protons is about three to one. Th1 s also agrees v12ry well with the 

experimental results. The proton distnbution for the cascade model 

for proton bombardment is shown in Fig. 19 and it is estimated by 

Bernardini, et al. that the low-energy spectrum should be composed of 

30 percent knock-out protons. An energy distribution composed of 70 

percent evaporation protons and 30 percent knock-out protons would 

give a flatter distribution, with a ratio of the yield of 10 Mev protons to 

20 Mev protons of about 2. 5 to J., which is a trifle low. 

The pr~chcted alpha particle disttibution for Ag for excita

tion energies of the order of 100 Mev would have a similar shape, but 

the maximum would be shifted over to about 15 Mev. From the results 

shown in Fig. 8, not much can be said concerning the alpha spectrum, 

since the bulk of the alphas falls in the unexplored region between 10 and 

20 Mev. However, as was previously mentioned, connecting the alpha 

points with straight lines is misleading since there is undoubtedly a 

maximum in this region and the yield should then be decreas1ng at 20 

Mev rather than appearing to increase, as a straight lb.e plot indicates. 

The results for Be and Al are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. These 

distributions are complicated by the center -of-mass velocity. Here, as 

with angular distribution, no attempt has been made to unravel these dis

tributions to get the true emission spectra.. For Be, the yield of alphas 

is considerably higher than of protons at these energies, although it 

appears that the proton yield will be greater for larger energies. 

The results for Ni, Au and U are shown in Figs. 7, 9, and 

10. It can be seen that here, too, the shapes of the energy spectra of 

the same element for different bombardments are qulte similar. The 

evaporation model would predict a maximum for protons at approx1mately 

5 Mev for Ni and between 10 and 15 Mev for Au and U. The alpha peak 

would be expected to be approximately tw1ce thest; v·alues. The results 

obtained are consistent with these values. The rise in the alpha yield 

at 6 Mev for U 1s discussed in the nf~xt paragraph. 
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The alpha-proton ratio :is shown in Fig. 12 for the three 

energies considered. The main effect for energies of approximately 6 

and 10 Mev is to show the sharp falling off with increased atomic number, 

indicating the restriction in alpha emission as the coulomb barrier in

creases. The rise in the ratio for U is attributed to slow alpha emitters 

created during the bombardment. It should be pointed out that it takes 

a few minutes to remove the plates from the cyclotron after bombard

ments. In that time, alpha particles that are being emitted by slow alpha 

emitters are being collected in the plates. The lifetime for an alpha 

emitter emitting alphas of energ1es between 5 and 9 Mev would range 

from a fraction of a second to years. Thus the alpha yield found on the 

plates in the 6 Mev position depends on the speed with which the plates 

are removed from the cyclotron. The fluctuations of the alpha yield and 

in the alpha-proton ratio for the different bombardments is attributed to 

the different periods of time that the plates spent in the cyclotron after 

bombardment. For the 20 Mev position, the alpha-proton ratio is much 

higher for the heavy c.lements. In Au and U, there is a falling off of the 

ratio for the deuteron bombardment compared to the alpha and proton 

bombardments. The falling off is probably due to the fact that the very 

heavy nuclei retain a considerable amount of incident .bombarding energy 

as excitation energy. S1nce the deuteron bombarding energy is about 

half that for the other two, the excitation energy is lower for this bom

bardment, which lowers the proba.bHity for alpha emission. 

For Ag, LeCouteur has a] so calculated what the expected 

alpha-proton ratio should be. However, his values are for the integrated 

spectra of protons and alphas. Since only a small part of the differential 

spectrum has been obtainc-'d, it is not possible to integrate the spectrum 

to compare with the pre:dicted value. 

C. Other Secondary Particles 

Tables II-IV and V -IX indicate that an appreciable number of 

other particles is emitted. The indivjdual statistics are quite poor, how

ever, and individual energies as shown jn Table I vary considerably for 
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each plate, so that it is not possible to make direct comparisons as was 

done for the protons and alphas. In general, the yields of hydrogen and 

helium isotopes show the same coulomb-barrier effects as shown by 

alpha particles. 

The results also indicate that secondary particles (fragments) 

of A ~ 4 are also emitted with high momenta. The yields seem to follow 

the curve for binding energy per nucleon, being high for the light and 

heavy elements and having a minimum at Ni. The yields of these frag

ments are much higher for the alpha and proton bombardments then for 

the deuteron bombardments, perhaps indicating that these yields are 

dependent on excitation energy. 

Nothing has been said about neutron emission, since neutrons 

are not detected. However, it should be remembered that as the coulomb 

barrier increases, the probability of charged-particles emis sian decreases. 

The chemistry experiments on antimony reveal that neutron-deficient 

nuclei are formed in much greater abundance than neutron-excess nuclei, 

indicating that (primarily) neutrons are boiled off. The probability of 

charged-particle emission should be quite small at Au and U and, as a 

matter of fact, theorists consider only neutrons to be evaporated off in 

this region of the periodic table. Further chemistry experiments in this 

region should shed light on the relative probability of emis sian of 

charged particles or neutrons. 
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VII. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

It is generally accepted at present that the two-step process 

best describes the high-energy interaction of nucleons with nuclei. How

ever, there is some controversy concerning which step predominates, 

and the energy range of the secondary particles for which each step is 

valid. For a nucleus of mass 100, Bernardini, et al. believe that the 

knock-out process is the fundamental one and that for a 400 Mev primary 

nucleon only a small percentage ("'10 percent) goes into the evaporation 

process. They have also extended the energy of the knocked-out nucleon 

down to the coulomb-barrier energy (.-v5 Mev). On the other hand, 

Harding, et al. and LeCouteur believe that the nucleus can be excited to 

excitation energies greater than the total nuclear binding energy, and 

secondary particles up to 30 Mev should be explained by the evaporation 

process. It would seem that both theories need some modification. The 

theory of Bernardini, et al. needs a higher low-energy cutoff for the 

secondary particles, and the evaporation-model enthusiasts should put a 

lower upper limit to nuclear excitation energy. 

The experimental results obtained in this experiment appear 

to be consistent with the predictions of the evaporation model. 
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TABLE CAPTIONS 

Mean energies of secondary particles in Mev for the radius

of-curvature intervals considered. (These energies are 

uncorrected for energy loss in the target, although It is 

significant for particles of short range,) 

Relative abundances of products emitted at 0° to the incident 

beam direction for 375 Mev alpha bombardment. Each 

element has been i1ormalized to 100 percent for the number 

of particles found per unit solid angle per umt radius -of

curvature interval. The actual numbers of tracks found are 

in brackets and are hsted below the percentages in each case. 

Relative abundances of products emitted ~t 0° to the incident 

beam direction for 332 Mev proton bombardment. Each 

element has been normalized to 100 percent for the number 

of particles found per unit solid angle per umt radius of 

curvature interval. The acutal numbers of tracks found are 

In brackets and are listed below the percentages in each case. 

Relative abundances of products emitted at 0° to the incident 

beam direction for 18 7 Mev deuteron bombardment. Each 

element has been normalized to 100 percent for the number 

of particles found per unit solid angle per unit radius of 

curvature interval. The actual numbers of tracks found are 

In brackets and are hsted below the percentages in each case. 

Alpha-'proton ratio as a function of atomic number for the 

alpha-proton energies measured for each bombardment. (The 

errors shown are statistical errors expressed In standard 

deviations, ) 

Relative abundances of products emitted at 0°, 45° and 135° 

to the incident beam direction for 240 Mev alpha bombard-· 

ment. Each element ha.s been normalized to 100 percent 

for the number of particles found per unit solid angle per unit 

radius -of--curvature Interval. The actual number of tracks 

found 1s In brackets listed below the percentage in each case. 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Plan view of arrangement of apparatus to measure relative 

abundances of secondary particles emitted at 0° for three 

different radius -of -curvature intervals. _The cart, loaded 

with copper shielding and with plates in the positions shown, 

enters the cyclotron vacuum tank through an air lock. The 

cart is low enough to be entirely underneath the circulating 

beam. The secondary particles spiral down slightly and 

enter the plates through the surface of the emulsion. Blocks 

of Wolfram are placed as roofs over the plates to reduce 

stray light and background tracks. 

Plan view of arrangement of apparatus to measure relative 

abundances of secondary particles emitted at 0°, 45° and 

135° for one radius -of -curvature interval. (Cart, shielding 

and geometry as in Fig. 1) 

Schematic diagram of the trajectory of a secondary particle 

emerging from target and spiraling down and entering nuclear 

emulsion with plane projected angle j3. 

Representative sample of secondary particles resulting from 

375 Mev alpha bombardment of Be. The solid lines are the 

calculated loci for most of the isotopes considered. The 

charge of each particle is determined to be one or greater 

than one by determination of the specific ionization. Par

ticles whose ranges are displaced more than 7-1/2 percent 

of the calculated range are regarded background. 

Relative yields of secondary protons and alpha particles 

emitted at 0° to incident beam direction f~r each bombard

ment, plotted as a function of energy. The numbers of 

tracks found per unit solid angle per unit energy interval 

are in arbitrary units. (The errors shown for the number 

of particles found are statistical errors expressed in 

standard deviations.) The energy resolution shown for each 

point is the entii'e interval considered and is found by 

combining the energy spread determined by scanning a finite 

amount of track and the loss of energy by ionization caused 

by the finite thickness of the target. 
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The alpha -proton ratio as a function of atomic number. (The 

results in Table 5, shown graph1cally.) 

Relative yields for the angular d1stribution of secondary pro

tons and alphas resultlng from 240 Mev alpha bombardment 

of Be, Al, N1 and Ag. The number of tracks found per umt 

solid angle per un1t energy interval is 1n arb1trary un1ts. 

Energy distributions of protons (a, b, c) and alpha particles 

(d, e, f) emitted from stars of different prong number 1n 

silver and br om1ne nucle1, C- 2 emulsion. 

(a) and (d) stars of 3-6 (exe1tation energy U -170 Mev) 

(b) 10-14 prongs (U- 550 Mev) 

(c) 15-22 prongs (U -?OO Mev) 

(e) 7-16 prongs (U- 500 Mev) 

(f) 17-31 prongs (U- 830 Mev) 

The energy distribution of protons and alpha particles from 

one -prong stars in s1lver and brom1ne in emulsion resulttng 

from f.l- capture. The excitation energy is beheved to be 

approx1mately 30 to 40 Mev. (Morinaga and Fry49) 

The total number N of tracks w1th numbers n of protons 

deuterons, tritons and alpha particles evaporated from a 

nucleus with initial excitation energy U. Parameters used 

to compute these curves are mean values of (d) and (e). The 
33 

parameters are g1 ven in Sectlon V-A. (Le Couteur ) 

The energy spectrum of the evaporated particles of charge e 

for f1ve d1fferent values of the 1nitial excitation energy. 

Para1neters used to compute these curves are the mean 

values of (d) and (e). The parameters are given in Sect10n 

V-A. (Le Couteur 33) 

Theoretical and experimental results for the energy spectrum 

of particles of charge e evaporated from stars of 10. 2 prongs. 

The four theoretical curves b, c, d and e are for d1fferent 

sets cA parameters g1ven in Section V-A. (Le Couteur33) 

, 



Fig. 18 

Fig. 19 
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Theoretical and experimental results for the energy spectrum 

of evaporated particles of charge 2e from stars with an 

average of 10. 2 prongs. The four theoretical curves b, c, d 

and e are for four different sets of parameters. The para~ 
33 rneters a:r;e g:M:n in Section V-A. (Le Couteur ) 

Energy spectrum of nucleons knocked out of the nucleus. The 

fraction of nutleons which is protons is assumed to be one

half. These results are based on a Monte Carlo calculation 

for 90 incident 400 Mev nucleons, of which 60 resulted in 

inelastic collision and 30 went through the nucleus without 

interacting. (Bernardini, Booth and Lindenbaum 34) 




